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UNIQUENESS FOR FORMALLY  
DETERMINED INVERSE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
ZlqI SUN 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Wichita State University 
Wichita, KS 67208 
Abst ract - - In  this paper, we study the inverse conductivity problem in two dimensions. This prob- 
lem is reduced to a formally determined inverse boundary value problem for the SchrSdinger quation. 
Some recent generic uniqueness results for the inverse problems will he discussed and a new continuous 
dependence r sult presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f/C_ W*, n > 2, be a bounded region in R n, with smooth boundary I'. Consider the elliptic 
differential operators 
L~ = V.  7V; 0 < e < 3'(x) e L°°(~). 
If u(z) is the unique solution to 
L.ru = 0 inf', (1.1) 
Ulr = f(x), 
then we may interpret f(~) as a voltage potential induced on the boundary of f2 and u(~) as the 
resulting potential inside fL For x in the boundary r, the quantity 7(x)~-~u (x) is the current flux 
density across r at x. The boundary measurements may be conveniently encoded in the Diriehlet 
to Neumann map 
: H½(r) ~ (1.2) 
defined by 
Ou 
a (f) = 3' r '  
where u is the outer normal on r. 
An inverse problem, posed by Calder6n [1], asks whether one can recover 3' from A. r. In other 
words, it asks whether the map 
A : 7--* AT, 
is injective. Physically, the problem is to determine the spatially dependent conductivity of a 
body f~ from all possible steady state direct current measurements at the boundary. 
A closely related problem is to consider instead of L7 the stationary Sehrfdinger operator at 
zero energy Hq = --A + q, where q E L eo (~). If zero is not an eigenvalue of Hq, we can solve the 
Dirichlet problem 
f Hqu= 0 inf2, (1.3) 
ulr = f, 
and define the Dirichlet to Neumann map by 
(9o 7 zJ.x (1.4) 
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with u solution of (1.3). Same problem can be posed here: is the map 
injective? We shall see later that a solution to this inverse problem implies a solution to the 
former inverse problem. 
Significant progress has been made in the case that the space dimension n _> 3, since Calderdn's 
pioneer paper [1]. Kohn and Vogelius proved the injectivity of A in the real analytic category [2] 
and piecewise real analytic category [3] (These are also true in the case n = 2). Sylvester and 
Uhlmann [4] proved the same result in the C °o category in dimension n > 3. In the later case, 
the smoothness assumption can even be relaxed (see [5-7], for instance). Isakov has studied 
this problem for more singular conductivities [8]. The related problem of reconstruction has 
been studied by Nachman [9]. The problem of continuous dependence has been considered by 
Alessandrini [10]. 
This inverse problem, however, is very difficult in dimension two. The main reason, as it was 
pointed out in [11], is that, in this case, the problem is formally determined in the sense that 
we want to determine a function of two variables from the Schwartz kernel of A~, which is also 
a function of two variables. The full uniqueness question is still open in dimension two. The 
first result, in this case, was proved by Sylvester and Uhlmann [12] for conductivities close to 
constants. This was extended by Sun [13] to conductivities close to conductivities 70, satisfying 
either Ax / '~/V~ = constant or 7o = ere# with ~I' a conformal map which is injective in ~. For 
global uniqueness one can identify, in a simply connected domain, conductivities 70, so that 7~ 
is harmonic for some c~ E R [11,14]. All the above results assume some a pr/or/ restrictions on 
the conductivities besides smoothness. Recently, Sun and Uhlmann [15] proved that, for most 
conductivities, local injectivity and global injectivity for the map A hold (similar results hold for 
A). More precisely, we have the following generic results. 
THEOREM 1.1. 
(a) There exists an open and dense set 0 in WgiF(f~). 1 If 7 6 O, then there exists a WS,oo(fl) 
neighborhood 0 7 of 7 such that A is injective in 0 7. 
(b) There exists an open and dense set D in Wpa&oo(f~) x Wa~(fl).  If (7x,72) e D and 
A.rl = A.r2 , then 71 = 72 in ~. 
THEOREM 1.2. 
(a) There exists an open and dense set 0 in Wl'oo(~). If q E O, then there exists a WI,OO(~) 
neighborhood O~ of q, such that A is injective in 0~. 
(b) There exists an open and dense set b in Wl,oo(fl) x Wl,oo(f~). //" (ql,q2) E /) and 
Aql =/~q2, then ql = q2 in f2. 
The detailed proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 have appeared in [15]. In the present 
paper, we shall review the proofs, focusing mainly on the ideas and motivation behind the analysis. 
We shall also connect the method in [15] with the results in [12] and [13]. A new stability theorem 
regarding both A and .~ will be established. 
The paper is organized into six sections. In Section 2, we shall study the relationship between A
and A. In particular, we shall prove that Theorem 1.2 implies Theorem 1.1. In Section 3, we shall 
study the linearization of A, reducing the proof of Part (a) of Theorem 1.2 to the completeness of 
products of solutions of Hq u = 0. The proof of Part (a) of Theorem 1.2 will be given in Section 4. 
In Section 5, we shall prove a local stability theorem for A and .~. Finally, in Section 6, we shall 
finish the proof of Part (b) of Theorem 1.2. 
1 3,00 W;o, (•) = {~ e w3,°o(n);-~ > 0 h~ ~) 
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2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN h AND .~ 
In this section, we show that the injectivity of A can be reduced to the injectivity of/k. 
Let u be a solution of (1.1). A simple computation yields that if 7 E W%°°(f~), then 
v = 7 ½ u, 
is a solution of Hq.,v = O, where 
q'y= v/~ • 
Notice that Hq., has no zero eigenvalue. The Dirichlet to Neumann map/~q7 is well defined. It 
is a straight forward computation to show that A- r and/~q, are related in the way 
/~ = 7½A. r7_ ½ + 1 7-1 07 
Or" 
(2 .1)  
Thus, A~, together with 71r and ~ r determines Aq~. However, the theorem below shows that 
A~ determines uniquely the boundary values 7Jr and ~ Ir" Therefore, A. r itself determines/~q~. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 7 E W~(~)  with a positive lower bound. Then A 7 determines uniquely 
71r and ~ Jr" 
REMARK. If one assumes that 7 6 C°°(~), then A 7 determines all the derivatives of 7 at 
boundary r. This result was proved first by Kohn and Vogelius [2] and then by Sylvester and 
Uhlmann [16] by a new approach. Nachmann [9] gave a proof with less regularity assumptions 
on both 7 and r. 
Let 71,72 E W~&°°(f~), such that AT~ = A.r2. The above analysis shows that Aq~ = Aq, 2. 
Suppose, for the moment, that A7~ = A72 implies q~ = q'~2 ; we now show that this also implies 
71 "-72- 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 71,72 E W2pSs°°(~). If  AT~ = A72 and qT~ "- q72, then 71 -- 72 m ~. 
Av~7 PROOF. Recall that qT~" - v~7 ' j = 1,2. We have 
= 0, 
and thus 
Theorem 2.1 implies that .-x//'~'~ r -  1. It follows from the uniqueness theorem for Dirichlet 
problems that 
r====. .  
7/~=1 inf,, 
and thus 71 = 72 in fL | 
Theorem 2.2 shows that in order to obtain the injectivity of A, it is enough to pursue it for 
/~. The local and global injectivity of/k in the L °Q (f~) topology would imply the local and global 
injectivity of A in the W2,~°(~) topology, respectively. Similar results hold for the other kinds 
of topologies. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the generic injectivity of A and A, in 
both local and global sences. 
Let's define: 
- {q E W1'°°(ft); A -q  has no zero Dirichlet eigenvalue}. (2.2) 
Here and in what follows, we shall always consider complex valued potentials. We shall distinguish 
the space of real-valued potentials from the complex-valued ones by adding a subscript r in the 
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notation of the space. For instance, W~ 'm (f~) is the space of all real-valued potentials with W 1'~ 
topology. Let's define a map (I) from Wpa$~(n) to WI,°°(~) by 
v(~) = q~ = v~ 
One sees immediately that 
(~ (Wpa$~ (~)) C (9 N W: '~ (~2). (2.4) 
In the end of this section, we shall show that (~ and (9 N W~ '~ (~) is an open and dense set in 
Wl,~(12) and W~,a¢(~), respectively. 
Suppose now that/~ is locally injective in an open and dense set E of (~ [7 W~'~(~). Then, 
O = {7 G Wpa~(12); (I)(7) G E},  
is also an open and dense set of Wra'=(Q). Indeed, since @ is a continuous map from WrS,=(n) 
to WX,~(12), it follows that O is also open in Wp~$~(fl). Using the standard elliptic estimates, 
one can also show that O is a dense set of W~ ,¢~ (~). We refer the readers to [15] for details. 
To show that (~ is an open and dense set of WX'¢¢(12), we consider 
Sq : H2(~) -"+ L2(G) x H3/2(F), 
Sq(u) = (Hqu, ulr). 
We have that So is an isomorphism. We define 
Tq = SolSq : H2(l'~) ---* H2(12). 
It is easy to check that Sq and thus Tq depends analitically on q in the given topologies. Since 
Tq = Id+Cg, 
where Id is the identity operator and 
c~(~,) = s;~(-qu,O), 
it follows by Sobolev's imbedding theorems that Cq is compact and thus Tq is a Fredholm operator 
with zero index. Therefore by the analytic Fredholm theorem, there is an open and dense set 5 
in W t,~ (~) such that Tq and thus Sq is an isomorphism for any q G 5. By the definition O = ~'. 
Thus 0 is dense and open. One may check further that 0 n Wr 1'~ (12) is also dense and open in 
w~,~(~). 
In sum, we have shown that the generic local injectivity of/~ implies the generic local injectivity 
of ,~. Similarly, one can check that the generic global injectivity of A also implies the generic 
global injectivity of A. 
3. L INEARIZATION OF ~, 
The previous section reduces the injectivity of A to the injectivity of/~. In this section we 
study the local properties of/~ by considering its linearization. 
Let q be in (9 (defined in (2.2)). We denote by Dq~, the differential of ~, at q. Thus, D~.~ is a 
linear map from L=(~) to B(H1/~(F), H-1/2(r)), the Banach space of all the linear maps from 
H1]~(F) to H-1]~(F). For any f e L=(~), the image Dq/~(f) is just the Frechet derivative of/~ 
at q in the direction f.  
For any F G B(H~/~(F), H-~/2(r)), we consider the bilinear form B~, defined on H1/2(r) such 
that 
BF(¢,¢) = (F(~),¢), ¢,¢ e H~(r), 
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where the bracket denotes the duality pairing between H- t /2(F)  and Hs/2(F). Obviously, F = 0, 
if and only if BF "- O. Therefore the injectivity of Dq/~ is equivalent o the injectivity of BDq ~ : 
f ~ BDq]t(.f). 
Let's now compute BDq~(y) directly. By definition, 
- ¢. BD,A(/)(¢' ¢) = 7 
F 
(3.1) 
Let u and v be solutions of the following Dirichlet problems: 
{ Hqu=O { Hqv=O 
u l r  = ¢ ' v l r  = 
By integrating by parts one can show that 
BD,~,(I ) (¢, ¢) = / fuv. (3.2) 
fl 
Let's define for qt, q2 E L°°(f~), 
Dq~,q 2 = (uv; u, v E Ht(12),Hq, u - Hq2v = 0, ulr, v[r E H½(r)}, 
(3 .3 )  
Dq = Dq,q. 
It is easy to see that Dqx,q2 is a subset of L2(f~). From the expression (3.2), it follows that, if Dq[t 
is injective, then there is no f E L°°(~), such that f .1. Dg. Therefore, if Dq is a complete subset 
in L~(f~), then Dq~. is injective. We remark that CalderSn was the first to observe this kind of 
completeness condition in studying the linearization of A [1]. In fact, the above derivation is the 
Calder6n's argument applied to the case of Hq instead of L, .  
Our main purpose is to prove the local injectivity of .~. If one would like to obtain the local 
injectivity o f /k  by using the injectivity of Dq/~, one would have to use the inverse function 
theorem. However, in our case, we cannot use the inverse function theorem because the range of 
DqA is not closed! This is why Calder6n could not conclude the local injectivity of A. Sylvester 
and Uhlmann [12] partially overcame this difficult and obtained the local injectivity of A near 
constant 7's. Their arguments also showed that /~ is injective near q = 0. However, their 
arguments break down for 7 ~ const or q ~ 0. 
The key observation made in [15] is that the completeness of Dq acutally guarantees the local 
injectivity of .~ near q. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let q E O. If Dq is complete, then ~t is injective near q in the Wt,°°(~) topology. 
COROLLARY. Let 7 E Wap$~(fl). If Dq~ is complete, then A is injective near 7 in the wa&°°(Q) 
topology. 
REMARK. The completeness condition in the above corollary can be replaced by the completeness 
of 
In fact, E-~ -- 7Dq.,. 
Let's now derive Sylvester-Uhlmann's result from Theorem 3.1. This is reduced to check the 
completeness of Do. Let ~ G C 2 such that ~ • ~ = 0. One sees that e ez is a solution to Au = 0. 
Let's choose 
~=2Jk+s ik '  keR2 ' J=  1 " 
Then ~. ~ = 0 and ~ - ( = k. Now consider two solutions 
u = e ~,  v = e -¢~, (3.5) 
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and we obtain that 
e ikx :uvEDo.  
Hence, e ikz E Do, for any k G !i 2. By the inverse Fourier transform formula, Do is complete. 
The above procedure works equally well for the case q=const. We shall construct solutions of 
the form e ~x for H~u = 0 when q=const. For any k E 112, we want to construct solutions e ~ 
and ee~, such that ~1 + ~2 = ik. Hence, ~1 and ~2 must satisfy: 
~ • & = ~2" ~2 = q, (3.6) 
~1 + ~2 = ik. (3.7) 
If we write 
~j = aj + ibj, j = 1,2, 
then (3.6) and (3.7) are equivalent to 
a~, b~ E n ~, 
a j .  bj = 0, lajl 2 - Ib 12 = q, J = 1,2, (3.8) 
al -I- a2 = 0, b 1 -t- b2 -- k. (3.9) 
For simplicity, we assume that k = (s, 0), s > 0. Other cases can be done by changing coordinates. 




bl = b2 - (~ s,O), 
and if q < -s2/4,  then 
al = as = (0, 0), 
b l= 5S, 
: t - T 7 
Thus, we proved that e ik~ G Dq for any k E 112 and, therefore, Dq is complete. 
In the rest of this section, we sketch the proof of Theorem 3.1. We need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ql,q2 E L°°(f~). Then 
/ (ql - -  ~2) Ul U2 dx : f ul ( ~kqx - ~kq2 ) u2 ds, 
fl p 
holds for any two solutions ul, u2 E Hl(f~), satisfying Hqiu j = 0 in fl, j = 1,2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let ql,q~ E Wl'°°(f2). Let f E L2(f~) and f ± Dq,,q 2. Then 
I l f l ln,(a) <_. CIIfIIL:(a), 0 < s < 1, 
where C is a constant depending only on f~ and I lqullw,,-~(.), j = 1,2. 
(3.1o) 
(3.11) 
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Lemma 3.2 was proved in [10] by an integrating by parts argument. (3.10) can be viewed as a 
mean value version of the linearization DeA. 
Lemma 3.3 can be viewed as a compactness lemma, which is crucial to the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
We shall give a proof of it in the next section. 
PRoof  OF THEOREM 3.1. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that/~ is not injective near q in 
the WI,°°(O) topology. Then, there exist two sequences q(n D, q(n 2) E Wl'°°(f~) so that 
qO) _ ,q  in Wl'°°(f~) as n- - - ,c~,  
qO) ¢ q(~), Vn, 
~,e(:) = ~@) ,  Vn. 
Let 
Then Lemma 3.2 implies 
fn = ilqO ) _ q(U)llL~(a ) , 
/ . fn u~") u~") = O, (3.12) 
N 
holds for any .  and any two solutions of - 0, = 1,2. Now let us pick up two 
solutions u and v of Heu = 0. By using the standard perturbation argument, we can construct 
solution u(") and v(n), satisfying Hq~l)u(n) - Hqc2)v(") -- 0 and 
u(n)--*u and v(n)--*v in L4(~) as n---~oo. 
In (3.12), replacing u~ n) and u~ ") by u(") and v("), we get 
f fn u (n) v(") = 0, Vn. (3.13) 
a 
On the other hand, by using Lemma 3.3 and the Sobolev imbedding theorems, we see that {fn} 
is pre-compact in L2(f~); thus, we may assume that {fn} itself converges in L~(~) to a function 
f* with IIf*ll = 1. Passing to the limit in (3.13), we get 
f*uv = 0. (3.14) 
f l  
Since u and v are two arbitrary solutions of Hqu = 0, it follows from (3.14) that f* _1_ D e. Since 
Dq is complete by assumptions, we have that f* = 0. This contradicts to Ill'l] = 1. | 
4. GENERIC LOCAL UNIQUENESS 
In this section, we prove the generic local uniqueness for the inverse boundary value problem 
described in the introduction. According to Theorem 3.1, we need to show that there exists an 
open and dense set O1 C O, such that Dq is complete in L2(•), for any q E 191. Since our proof 
relies heavily on the construction of special solutions to H e u = 0, we first review these solutions. 
Let q E L°°(f2). Here and what follows, we extend q to be zero outside ~. We construct a 
solution of Hqu - 0 in R 2 of the form: 
u(z, k) = eel(1 + w(z, k)), (4.1) 
where ~ is a parameter depending on k, and 
~= ~Jk+~ik, J= 1 
CA~h 22:4 /5 -F  
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as in (3.4). Then, w(z, k) must satisfy the "transport" equation 
Aw + (k2 + ikx) Ow - qw = q, (4.2) 
where we use notations: 
1 
= 7(0 , ,  + i0,~), 
1 
0 = ~ (0~ t - ion,). 
It is a fundamental result in [12] that there exists a constant L = L(p, 6, 0), such that for 
Ikl > L, Equation (4.2) has a unique solution w(., k) • L~, satisfying 
1 Ca(p,6,~, IlqllL-(-)), 




1 1 2 2 
l<p<C~,p- I -~=l ,  --<6<-1+p ~;  
L~ = {f • L~oe(R2); I1(1 ÷ Ixl2)~flIL~(R~) < +~) ,  
I,ITI,p I DS~. WI"  = {f •"'loc ~,"" ,, f ,  V f • Lt~}. 
Furthermore, if q • WI,°°(~), w may be written in the form 
a(z) b(z, k) (4.4) 
w(z, k) = ~:s + ik"----~ + (k2 + ikl) 2 ' 
with a, b • W~ 'p and 
Ilallw2.,, Ilbllw2, S Ca(p, 6, n, Ilqllw'.-(a)). (4.5) 
Before we turn to the proof of our main result, let us first use these solutions to give an outline 
of proof for Lemma 3.3. 
Let f E L2(f~) and f .1. Dq~,q 2. We construct wo solutions 
u l (z ,k )=e(Z( l+wt(z ,k ) ) ,  Hqtut =O, 
us(z, k) = e-~r(1 + w2(z, k)), Hq2u2 = O, 
with 
aiCx) + blCx, k) 
w~(z,k)= k2+ik--------~ (k2+ik~) 2 ' 
.2(z) + b2(~,k) 
w2(z ,k ) -  -k2+ik l  (k2+ik l )  2 " 
Then we have, 
f(k) -~ / feikZ -- -- / elk= f(wl .4-w2 -}-WlW2). 
fl fl 
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and then, for 0 _< s < 1, 
. , f IIf(k)lkl IIL'(I~I>L) < II f(z)eil'"al(z)llL'(ll, l>Z) 
O 
II f $(z)e"' a2(z)llt,~(Ikl>L) + 
fl 
+ II Ikl °-~ f l$(x)l(lbl(x, k)l + IbXx, &)l)llL~(Ikl> ~-) 
I 
fl 
+ II Ikl ° [ If(x) w~(x,/~) w2(x, k)l IIL'(IkI>L). 
fl 
The first two terms on the right hand side are bounded by II$(x)a, llL~(.) and II$(z)a211L~(.), 
which are bounded by CIl$11z.(.) according to (4.5). To estimate the remaning two terms, we 
use the H61der inequalities, together with (4.3) and (4.5). We have that (Note that s - 2 < -1)  
II 1&l°-2flJ'(.)l (Ibt(z,&)l + Ib2(z,k)l ) IIL"0~I>L) 
N 
< II I~I'-~IIL.~,I>~) ms~ [IlYlIL.~.) (lib, (', ~')ll,..~r0 + lib,(',/011L'~r0)] 
- I~ I>L  
< ClIflIL'(.)- 
We can estimate the last term in the same way. Combining these estimates, we get 
On the other hand, 
^ 8 
II.f(k)l~l IIL~(Ikl>.r.) < ClIflIL'(.R')- 
II](k)l&l°llL~0kl<L) ~ L°IIflIL~(.R~), 
from which the result follows. 
We now turn to the generic local injectivity of/t. Let R > 0 and define 
D.R = {q ~ D, Ilqllw',-(n) < R}. (4.6) 
We shall show that D~ is complete L~(f~), for any q in a dense and open set OR,1 C D.R. Moreover, 
OR,t n W),°°(fl) is dense and open in D.R n WrL°°(f~). Suppose this is true for all R > 0, then 
Dq will be complete in L~(f~), for any q in 
6, = U 6.R,,, 
.R>0 
which is dense and open in D. Moreover, D1 N Wrl'°°(f~) is dense and open in O n Wrl'c°(~). 
For a fixed R > 0 and for any q E O.R, we can construct, according to (4.1), two families of 
special solutions to Hqu = 0 : 
ut(z, k) = e{X(1 + wl(z, k)), (4.7) 
u2(z, k) = e-~=(l + w1(z, k)), (4.8) 
for Ikl > LR = LR (p,6,f~,R), where ~ is as in (3.4). 
For Ikl < L.R, we construct another kind of special solutions by solving boundary value prob- 
lerns: 
Hqut(z,k) = 0 int~, ut(z,k)[r = e¢~ir, (4.9) 
ttqu2(z,k) = 0 int% u2(z,k)Jr = e-¢~lr. (4.10) 
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We then define for each q E (~n an operator 
Ae:f(xl--,(A,Sl(k)= f f( lu (x,klu (x,k)dx+ f e''S(xldx, (4.11/ 
fl f~c 
v 
Ae( . f  ) = (Ae( I ) )  v , (4.12) 
where v denotes the inverse Fourier transform, and ul(x) and uu(x) are defined in (4.7)-(4.10). 
v 
The brunt of the proof of our main result is to show that the operator A e has the following 
properties 
v 
(i) Ao = Id, 
(ii) Ae is a Fredholm operator with zero index, mapping Ls(R s) to L2(R21, 
(iii) "4e depends analytically on q E (gR in the Wa,~(f~) topology. 
Assuming for the moment hat properties (i), (ii) and (iii) have been established, we can 
complete the proof in the following way. 
v 
First, there must be an open and dense set (9R,1 C On, such that A e and, thus, A e is an 
v 
isomorphism for q E (gR, t. This can be achieved by considering the analytic map A --, Axe, 
with complex variable A. Using the analytic Fredholm theorem, together with properties (i), (ii) 
v 
and (iii), we conclude that Axe is an isomorphism for all A's except for a discrete set. This 
argument also implies that (gR,t f3 W~,~(f~) is dense and open in OR fl WrL~(~2). 
For each q E (9R,1, we then show that D e is actually complete in L2(fl). To this end, let 
f E L2(f~), such that .f I D e and extend f = 0 outside fL Then 
f ei~'y(x) = O. 
flc 
Hence, 
Aq(f) = 0. 
Since A e is an isomorphism, we must have that f = 0. 
It remains for us to establish properties (i), (ii) and (iii). We only give an outline of proofs. 
See [15] for details. 
Property (i) is a coonsequence of (4.2). In fact 0~(x, k) = 0 for all k ff q = 0. Hence, ulu2 = e ik~ 
and A0 = (f) = f. 
We prove property (ii) by writing first explicitly the kernels of A e. A direct computation yields: 
Aq(f) = f + Mq(f), (4.13) 
and the kernel function of Mq is 
f e~k'(~l(X,k)+~s(x,k)+~(x,k)~2Cx, k)), Ikl > LR, Kq(x,k) l Ul(X, k) us(x, k) - e ikr, Ikl < LR. 
By using (4.4), we may split Kq(x, k) into K¢(x, k) + K~q(x, k), where 
eix k (b l (x ,k )  b2(x,k) 
K](x,k) = k(k2+ikl) s + (-k2+ikl)2 
ul(x, k) us(x, k) - e ~', 
+ ~l(x, k) ~s(x, k)) ,  Ikl > LR, 
Ikl < LR, 
and K (x,k) { (al(x) .2(x) 
-- ~.(k2 + ikl) + (-k2 q- i k l ) J '  
0, 
Ikl > LR, 
Ikl _< LR. 
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Using estimates (4.3) and (4.5) one checks directly that 
K~(~,k) e L2(n ~ × R~), 
and thus K~ corresponds to a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, which is certainly compact. Using 
estimate (4.5) again, one checks directly that K~ also corresponds to a compact operator. 
Finally, we come to establish property (iii). First, we use the properties of special solutions to 
show that solutions depend analytically on q E (~R. Then, for any fixed f E L~(R2), we show that 
Aq(f)  depends analytically on q E (~R. Since "weak" analyticity implies "strong" analyticity [17], 
it follows that Aq also depends analytically on q E (~R. To prove the analyticity dependence of
Aq(f)  on q, we write 
where 
Mq(f) = M~(f)-.I- Mh(f), 
M~(f) - X{I~I~LR} Mq(f), 
Mhq (f) ---- X{IkI>LR } Mq(f), 
and XD is the indicator function of a set D in R I. Using the analyticity of special solutions, and 
the Cauchy integral formula and estimates (4.3) and (4.5), one can obtain the analyticity of M~ 
and M~. We refer readers to [15] for a detailed proof. 
5. LOCAL STABILITY ESTIMATES 
Let 7 E Wp3$~(ft), such that A is injective in a neighborhood O r of 7- It is natural to ask 
whether the local inverse A -1 (defined on A(Or) ) is continuous in the natural topologies. Let's 
denote 
llArll. A -, , = II rlls(H~(r),H~(r)) 
[liAr III* -- liAr II* + liAr - ~AI [[B(H~ (r),H~(r))' 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
where AI is the Dirichlet to Neumann map of A. We wish to see whether [[71 - 72[[Loo(a) can 
be bounded by [[[Arl -Ar2[[[. for 71,72 E O r. In this section, we show that this is possible if71 
and 72 are a prior known to be bounded in H4(f~). Moreover, we show that the local inverse A -I 
has a logarithmic modulus of continuity. This result agrees with Alessandrini's stability result in 
dimension >_ 3110]. 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists an open and dense set 0 C Wg&°°(~'l) such that for any 7 E O, there 
exists a W3,°°(~) neighborhood 0 r of 7 such that/f71,72 E O-r and [[Tj[[H'(n) < E, j  = 1,2, 
then 
where 
II~i - ~ll~.-(n) _< CT6(I I IA~, - A~2111.), 
( T(s) = log , 0<6<1,  
and C and 6 depend only on ~, ll~llw~,-~<n) and E. 
If one asks the above question for/~ instead of A, then a similar theorem can be proved. We 
have 
THEOREM 5.2. There exists an open and dense set O C WI'°°(~), such that for any q E O, there 
exists a WI,°°(f~) neighborhood Oq of q, such that if ql,q2 E Oq and [[qj[[s2(f 0 < E, j - 1,2, 
then 
[[ql - q2llL.~(n) _< CT6(IIAq, - ~-q2[I.), 
where T is as in Theorem 5.1, 0 < 6 < 1 and C and 6 depend only on f~, [[q[[wl.,~(n) and E. 
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By using an argument given in [10] one can reduce the proof of Theorem 5.1 to that of Theo- 
rem 5.2. In fact, it is not difficult to check that 
HT~ - 72[]L°°(n) < C(]171 - 72]IL°°(F) + llq~, - qT~llL~(n)) • (5.3) 
Then, by using the following boundary stability result proven in [16], 
]]71 -- ")'2]]Lm(P) + ~(' I '1 -- 72) L~(P) <~ CILIA,, - A,~III., (5.4) 
together with an interpolation inequality, we can show that 
6 (5.5) 
where 0 < 6 < 1 and C = C(f/, E). On the other hand, one can check that 
I[h,~. -h,~[[ .  < c < I[IA~, - A~Ill. + II~l - ~2llL~(r) 
+ ] O~v(.Tl --72) L=(I") }----- CIlIA'T'- A72']l* 
(5.6) 
by (5.4). It is now clearly seen that Theorem 5.2 implies Theorem 5.1. 
Let's now give a proof of Theorem 5.2. Let OR be the open set in WL°°(f/) defined in (4.6). 
We define an operator for qt, q2 G OR 
Aq,,q2 : LR(R 2) ---, LR(RR), 
which is a natural analog to Aq, defined in (4.11). For each f G L2(R2), 
Aqt,gR(f)(k ) = / fuqa(z'k)uqR(z'k)dz + f f eizkdz, 
N R2\ft 
(5.7) 
where ug~ (z, k) and uq2 (z, k) are special solutions of Hq~ uq~ = 0 and HqRuq2 = 0 as in (4.1)-(4.10), 
respectively. Note that when qi = q2 = q, we have 
Aq~,q~ = Aq. 
Repeating the proofs given in Section 4, one can show that Aq~,q 2 depends analytically on 
(ql, qR) E OR x OR in the W 1,°° x W 1,c° topology. Let 0R,t be an open and dense in OR set such 
that Aq is an isomorphism for q G OR,I. For each q G OR,I, since Aq~,q~ depends analytically on 
(qt,qR) (in fact, we only need that Aq~,qa depends continuously on (ql,qR) in the W 1,°° x W I'c° 
topology), there exists e = e(llqlIw~,~(n)) > 0, such that if [lq - qjlIwt.~(fl) _< e, j = 1,2, then 
Aq~,q 2 is an isomorphism. 
Thus, 
Ilql -- qRllLR(n) <_ IIAq'll,¢2 ]]* ]]Aql,q2 (ql -- qR)llLR(R 2) 
<-- liA~ll, q~ I1" IIAql,q~ (ql - q2)llL~(Ikl<M) (5.8) 
Recall now Lemma (3.2). We have 
r 
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and thus 
IIAq,.q2(q, - q2)IE~(I,,I<M) < IIA,. - A,~II. max (l l",. l l , ,~<r)l l",=ll, ,½<r)) • (5.9) 
- - I t l _<M 
Recall that for I~1 < LR, ~, ,  u,~ are solutions of the boundary value problems (4.9) and (4.10). 
Thus, by standard elliptic estimates, we have 
[[uqj(.,k)[lH½(r) <_ Ce clkl, j = 1,2, (5.10) 
for some constant C which is independent ofqj and Ik[. If [k[ > LR, then uq~ and Uq2 are special 
solutions given by (4.1) and (5.10) still holds because of (4.3). In sum, (5.9) implies, 
I IAq,,~=(q~ - q2)IIL2(I,~I_<M ) <_ C e cMIl.~q, - -~=11,, (5.11) 
for any M > 0. 
On the other hand, we claim that 
C 
IlAq,,qa(ql - q2)llL~(Ikl<_M) < -~,  (5.12) 
for some constant C = C(l[q[Iw,.~(n)). Indeed, if M > LR, then (5.12) follows by a similar 
argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.3; and if M < LR, then (5.12) holds obviously. 
Combining (5.8) with (5.11) and (5.12), we finally get 
I1 , - _< c - X, , , .  + M) '  (5 .13)  
for any M > 0. Note that IIAq~,q211. is bounded by a constant, depending only on IIq[[wl,.o(n) 
and e. Minimizing the right hand side with respect o M, we obtain Theorem 5.2. 
6. GENERIC GLOBAL UNIQUENESS 
Recall the operator Aql,q ~ defined in Section 5, where (ql, q2) E OR x OR. We define 
v 
A v A~, ,q ,  = (q,,q2) , 
as in (4.12). Repeating the proofs given in Section 4, one arrives at three properties: 
(i) Ao,o =Id, 
V 
(ii) A~,,q~ is a Fredholm operator with zero index, mapping La(R ~) to L~(R2), 
(iii) Aql,q~ depends analytically on (ql, qa) in OR × OR. 
(6.1) 
By using Lemma 3.2 one has an additional property 
(iv) if/~q2 = Aq2, then Aq~,¢2(ql - q2) - 0. 
Consider now the map 
A ~ A;~q~,~q2, A is a complex variable, 
and apply the analytic Fredholm theorem and properties (i), (ii) and (iii), we conclude that there 
exists an open and dense set DR C (gR x (~R such that ,4q:,q2 is an isomorphism for (ql, q~) E DR. 
Hence, by property (iv), we must have that ql = q~, if/~ql =/~¢2 and (ql,q2) E DR. Let 
b= I,.J bR, 
R>0 
then D is open and dense in WI,°*([~) x Wl'~(f~) and satisfies all the conditions required by 
Part (b) of Theorem 1.2. 
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